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White Crow smiled gently and replied, "The bleeding 
has stopped, and now all we need is rest. As for the 
reason for 
spitting blood, Black Crow and I need some time to 
investigate. Before that..." 
His gaze fell on the wound in front of Osvaldo, "You 
should focus on yourself first." 
No matter how strong Osvaldo was, he was still human. 
In any case, Selena couldn't let this man die. 
Rather than letting him use a tactic of pretending to be 
injured to win Selena over, it would be better to heal his 
injuries 
as soon as possible, so as not to soften Selena's heart 
when she woke up. 
To let Selena become like this, how could they try to 
reconcile without understanding the cause and effect of 
the matter? 



Osvaldo's dark gaze returned to Selena's face, and 
turned into a bone-deep tenderness. 
She slept quietly, her pale face like a withered flower. 
The man's face was half-hidden in the shadows, 
handsome yet cold, "You can begin now." 
White Crow smiled playfully. 
Black Crow looked at Selena who was in a coma, 
wanting to say something, but in the end, he didn't 
speak when he saw 
the ambiguous look in White Crow's eyes. 
He stood to the side, holding his arms tightly and 
frowning. 
... 
When Lady Laurence and her people arrived, 
Osvaldo's surgery had just ended. 
Apart from looking even paler with more vibrant lips, 
the man showed no sign of change. 
But the bullet on the tray indicated what her son had 
just experienced. 
Lady Laurence's heart tightened and her gaze fell on 
Selena. She asked gently, "How is Selena?" 
White Crow took off his blood-stained gloves and spoke 
in a gentle tone, "There's no danger." 
Lady Laurence breathed a sigh of relief and looked at 
Osvaldo, "You owe Selena an explanation." 
Regardless, it was a fact that Osvaldo had made 
Selena sad and injured. 
Osvaldo looked at Selena like a statue, and there was 
no reaction to Lady Laurence's words. 



Lady Laurence naturally knew what her son was 
worried about and said softly, "I promise you that I will 
take care of 
Selena before you come back." 
"If she wakes up, I will call you immediately." 
Osvaldo's fixed gaze flickered. 
Lady Laurence said to Black Crow and White Crow, 
"Selena has spit up so much blood and her body can't 
take it. I have 
prepared some blood-supplementing soup. Can you 
two help me see if there are any taboos?" 
White Crow raised an eyebrow. 
Black Crow glanced at the unconscious Selena and 
reached out to catch her. 
With Selena injured like this, even though they were 
two big men, there were some things they couldn't 
handle no matter 
how well-intentioned they were. 
Moreover, Lady Laurence would not harm Selena. 
Lady Laurence gently patted Osvaldo's shoulder and 
said, "Go, son." 
Osvaldo's gaze lingered on Selena's face, and even 
bystanders could feel his tenderness and restraint. 
After a long while, 
he finally moved. 
He stood up, lowered his head and gave Selena a kiss 
on the lips, then turned around and left silently. 
Lady Laurence personally saw Osvaldo off. 



She stood in the cold night wind, watching her son 
gradually disappear into the distance, took a deep 
breath, and took 
out her phone. "Joanna..." 
... 
Inside the RV. 
Black Crow frowned at White Crow and said, "What are 
you up to?" 
Ordinary anesthesia would indeed make people fall 
asleep. 
But this was not a problem for them. 
Both he and White Crow had countless ways to keep 
Osvaldo awake. 
But White Crow chose the most painful method. 
If Selena found out that they were treating the man she 
liked like this, who knows how she would punish them. 
White Crow carefully observed a tube of blood just 
drawn from Osvaldo's body, and said casually, "No 
matter what the 
cause and process of tonight's events, that man is 
definitely not innocent." 
Black Crow's face suddenly turned cold. "Did he do it 
on purpose?!" 
"Not exactly," White Crow put the tube of blood into a 
container at random, and his gaze fell on Selena's face 
with deep 
meaning. "He probably didn't expect her to really get 
hurt." 
There were too many doubts about tonight's events. 



Whether it was Selena suddenly vomiting blood or 
Osvaldo's unexpected coma, everything was strange. 
With the abilities and methods of these two people, 
who could have calculated them to this miserable 
extent? 
Black Crow's gaze fell on Selena's pale face, and he 
narrowed his eyes slightly. 
After a few seconds of silence, Black Crow suddenly 
spoke. "White Crow." 
"I am your brother." 
Black Crow's face darkened. "... What do you think 
about her sudden vomiting of blood?" 
"It's not her fault," White Crow's gaze was deep. "The 
cause is not with her." 
If it's not Selena's fault, then it must be someone else's. 
As for who that person is... that should be their main 
focus. 
Black Crow didn't say anything, apparently agreeing 
with the other person's point of view. 
Although rare, there are cases where one person's pain 
can spread to another. 
In medical history, there is a well-known example of 
this. 
Black Crow also has a similar curse in his possession. 
Fortunately, Selena is neither poisoned nor cursed. 
So, only the first possibility remains. 
A somewhat indescribable silence spread throughout 
the carriage. 



Finally, White Crow spoke up and broke the silence, 
"This situation has never happened before... the other 
person 
probably has no ill intentions towards her, so there is 
no need to worry too much for now." 
After White Crow finished speaking, he turned around 
and prepared to study the blood that had just been 
drawn. Black 
Crow's voice came from behind him, "She asked us 
before-" 
"Black Crow," White Crow suddenly turned his head 
and interrupted him, "The underground virus has 
reached its final 
stage. This is the biggest sin of her life, and nothing 
unexpected can happen." 
Black Crow looked at him calmly, disapproving. 
White Crow sighed, walked over, and patted his 
brother's shoulder, "If there really is such a person, he 
can come forward 
himself, but we cannot reveal his identity." 
If the other person really was the one who gave Selena 
a second life with the "Light of God," then his position 
would be a 
big problem. 
Black Crow clearly remembered the feud between 
"Divine Love" and Selena. 
The leader of "Divine Love" was beheaded by her 
seven years ago. 
But that leader was also her beloved uncle. 



Now, with the uncertain status of that man's death, 
there is suddenly an unclear enemy or friend, whose 
identity and 
gender are unknown, and who is likely to have a close 
blood relationship with Selena and even had an impact 
on her 
physical condition. 
Black Crow suddenly felt a lump in his chest. 
He was clearly only suitable to be a "weak" virus 
expert. 
Such brain-burning and exhausting matters should be 
left to those cunning and malicious guys to solve. 
Black Crow turned around and walked away. 
White Crow looked at his brother's face, which was 
cold enough to freeze someone... 
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White Crow looked at his brother's face, which was so 
cold that it could freeze people to death, shook his 
head, and 
lowered it to study the blood in the tube. 
... 



The room was silent, and the air was filled with a strong 
smell of blood. 
The man leaning on the sofa had his eyes closed 
quietly. 
On his snow-white clothes were large, shocking 
bloodstains, like blooming roses. 
That beautiful, almost surreal face was surrounded by 
those bright, ominous colors, giving off an indescribable 
and eerie 
feeling. 
There was a slight movement outside the door. 
The young man's eyelashes trembled, and he lifted his 
eyelids to reveal a pair of beautiful eyes that were 
deep, cold, and 
seemingly like a black hole in space. 
He wiped the blood from his lips with a handkerchief, 
and his clear voice flowed out of his thin, elegant lips, 
"What 
happened?" 
The person guarding outside didn't expect to disturb 
him, and couldn't hide it, panicking as he replied, 
"Young Master, 
it's Miss, she's in trouble..." 
The man's already cold eyes became even more 
mysterious and chilling. 
He stood up from his seat and walked to the clothes 
rack, taking off his blood-stained coat to reveal his 
naked chest. 



His body was as beautiful as his face, slender and 
straight, like the peak of artistic beauty. 
But in the center of his chest, on his translucent skin, 
there was a grotesque scar that destroyed his once 
perfect and 
flawless appearance. 
The snow-white clothes wrapped around his slender 
body, and the man turned around and walked out from 
behind the 
curtains, extremely noble and elegant. 
His sharp gaze looked down, and his voice was cold 
and bone-chilling, "Speak!" 
... 
In the warm carriage, Lady Laurence gently wiped the 
bloodstains off Selena's body. Suddenly, a small 
whisper came from 
the quiet space. 
Lady Laurence immediately looked up at the person 
lying on the bed. 
Selena, who was in a daze, seemed to be having a 
nightmare, speaking anxiously with cold sweat on her 
forehead. 
Lady Laurence leaned closer to listen carefully. 
"It hurts..." 
"Brother... run away..." 
"Run away quickly..." 
Brother? 
Was it Patrick? 



Lady Lauren remembered Selena's background and 
held her hand lovingly, soothingly saying, "Good girl, 
it's alright... 
Your brother is back with you and he's well now. He 
won't leave you again. Don't be afraid..." 
This seemed to calm Selena down, and her complexion 
improved as she fell back into a deep sleep. 
... 
At the Riddle residence, a woman sat elegantly on a 
brightly colored sofa in a grand room, listening to 
someone on the 
phone reporting about the Soo family. 
Like a witch awaiting the fruits of her victory, the 
woman didn't want to miss any juicy details, listening 
carefully to every 
word. 
But when she heard about Osvaldo got drugged, Vivian 
being locked in a room, and Selena losing control and 
vomiting 
blood, the woman suddenly looked up and burst into 
insane laughter. 
"Hahaha... Nevaeh! Nevaeh!! Did you see that?!" 
"The pain that you didn't get to experience back then is 
now all being visited upon your daughter!" 
"Having to witness your loved one cheating, being 
betrayed, ignored, and hurt... Your little slut is suffering 
to the point of 
vomiting blood..." 
"This is what you owe me! Owe me!!" 



"Nevaeh, Callum... Hahaha..." 
The woman's crazed and piercing laughter sent shivers 
down the spine of the person on the other end of the 
phone. 
When she finally finished laughing and venting her 
anger, she quieted down and smiled, saying in a 
graceful voice, 
"Continue." 
The person on the other end dared not hide anything 
and continued with what happened later. 
But when the woman heard that Osvaldo may not have 
touched Vivian at all, and he didn't harm Selena, and 
even went 
to hug Selena the moment he came out, the smile on 
her face froze. 
In that instant, her face contorted like an evil spirit, and 
she demanded, "What did you say?!" 
The person on the other end didn't dare to panic and 
replied, "It's true. The young master of the Anderson 
family hugged 
Miss Turner the moment he came out. He didn't have 
any trace of falling in love with Miss Shaw, nor did he 
harm Miss 
Turner. He didn't even touch that woman..." 
The air became terribly still in that moment. 
The woman's voice was cold and chilling, "Are you 
sure?" 



"Sure," that person said, her breath becoming thin and 
sparse. "Mr. Anderson didn't have any special feelings 
towards 
Miss Shaw, he even almost strangled her..." 
"Lady Lauren detained Miss Shaw until Mr. Anderson 
returned to deal with it, with the Turner family watching 
over it, 
even the Soo family couldn't intervene." 
The woman's fair and delicate face convulsed heavily, 
unable to maintain her composure any longer. 
Osvaldo didn't betray Selena, didn't fall in love with 
anyone else, and didn't harm her in the past... 
He didn't even touch Vivian... 
The woman's smug expression disappeared without a 
trace and turned into a crying-like expression. 
She violently threw her phone against the wall, 
shattering it. 
"Ah!!!" The woman crouched down, holding her head, 
tears flooding her face. 
Jealousy and unwillingness surged overwhelmingly, 
tearing her apart. 
Why didn't it work?! 
It didn't work... 
Hunter had just returned from the hospital and heard 
the crying, rushing in with a look of panic and worry. 
"Manny, 
what's wrong with you?" 



Manny looked insane, grabbed him by the collar, and 
stared into his face. "Why didn't it work?! It couldn't 
have not 
worked..." 
No one knew better than her what she had put in the 
pill for Vivian. 
It was something she had spent more than ten years 
preparing specifically for Callum. 
As long as that pill was in his system, she could control 
all of his emotions and desires, turning him into her 
puppet. 
With just a small dose, he was already groveling at her 
feet. 
Why didn't it work on Osvaldo?! 
If it didn't work on Osvaldo, could it work on Callum?! 
Hunter's face turned white, but he was like a doll that 
would never refuse or cry out in pain, always obediently 
asking, 
"Manny, what didn't work? What's wrong with you?" 
"Ah, ah, ah!!!" The woman stared at him, suddenly 
screamed, turned around and grabbed a teacup from 
the table, 
smashing it to the ground. 
She screamed and cried, grabbing everything in the 
room and fiercely throwing it to the ground. 
She hated it! 
She hated it so much!!! 
She threw everything that could be destroyed, including 
mirrors, vases, and lamps, to the ground. 



The sound of smashing objects, along with hysterical 
crying and screaming, echoed through the brightly lit 
villa. 
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Even though Lady Lauren had left, the atmosphere on 
the scene did not relax at all. 
The guests who attended the engagement banquet 
looked at the standoff between the Turner family and 
the Soo family, 
realizing clearly that tonight's matter was absolutely 
impossible to be resolved peacefully. 
Nicholas made a mistake by targeting Selena instead 
of anyone else, which thoroughly angered both the 
Anderson 
family and the Turner family. Everyone was curious as 
to what kind of price the Soo family would have to pay 
next. 
While feeling tense, many people also had doubts. 
Nicholas was not a foolish person, so why did he insist 
on working with someone like Vivian and using such 
despicable 
means to harm Miss Turner? 
Others were unaware of the special nature of that 
medicine, thinking that both Nicholas and Vivian were 
courting death 



with this action. Especially since they not only 
destroyed the relationship between Osvaldo and 
Selena but also caused 
Selena to vomit blood, the anger of the Anderson family 
and the Turner family could be imagined. 
In the huge Soo family, not a single person spoke. 
If Nicholas was full of anger and fury, Vivian was left 
with only fear in her heart and eyes. 
She knew better than anyone else that once Osvaldo 
appeared, her lies would be exposed. What should she 
do? 
Trembling, Vivian covered her head, tears streaming 
down her face. "Brother, come and save me..." 
Now, all she could do was pray that Freddie would 
arrive soon, and that Osvaldo would spare her because 
of Freddie. 
Unfortunately, her prayers were not heard. 
When she saw the man returning from the darkness, 
Vivian was drenched in terror. 
The man had a slender figure and a delicately 
handsome face with no expression. His deep black 
eyes were never before 
seen as eerie and sinister. 
Everyone who saw him was like being cursed and 
stepped back one after another. Facing the crowd 
dodging like a tide, 
Vivian watched the man step by step towards her. 
The image she had once hoped for countless times had 
now become the biggest nightmare of her life. 



Thoughts flashed through her mind like a frenzy. "Run, 
run, run..." 
She had just run a few steps, crawling and stumbling, 
when she saw a pair of feet in her lowered line of sight. 
Vivian shuddered as a chilling sensation crawled up her 
spine, and before she could blurt out any more words 
that 
confirmed their relationship, something equally cold 
pressed against her neck. 
Vivian trembled violently, raising her head in panic to 
see what was pressing against her vulnerable spot. 
It was a knife! 
Her pupils suddenly shrank, and every nerve in her 
body tensed up in an instant. 
The next second, a woman's piercing scream echoed 
in the darkness. 
"Ah-ah-ah-ah---!!!" 
Fresh red blood, accompanied by fragments of white 
clothing, scattered from the woman. 
"Hiss--" 
The sound of gasping spread through the scene. 
The young ladies who were slightly timid fainted on the 
spot when they witnessed this. 
Although everyone had noticed Osvaldo's anger early 
on, no one expected him to refuse to let Vivian say a 
word. 
Vivian was left with only her underclothes, a gory 
wound that extended from her neck to her abdomen, 
and she lay there 



like a dying fish, white-faced and paralyzed. 
So everyone present saw clearly that except for a few 
marks on her neck, there was nothing on Vivian's body 
that 
indicated any kind of intimacy. 
Blood foamed from Vivian's lips as she begged for 
mercy from the man's murderous eyes. "I shouldn't 
have lied or hurt 
Selena..." 
"I clarify that I have never touched you. It's all an act I 
put on myself..." 
"Please spare me, I won't dare to do it again in the 
future..." 
The darkness in Osvaldo's eyes grew more and more 
intense, as if it was about to overflow. 
He was about to tear Vivian apart when a ghostly figure 
suddenly appeared beside him, handing him a 
surveillance 
footage. "Madam Laurence asked us to find this for 
you." 
"She reminded us that if Madam Selena knew you 
killed her, she might be afraid." 
Lady Lauren knew her son too well. 
Even though Vivian deserved to die, she still hoped that 
her son wouldn't reveal his murderous intent in public. 
It 
wouldn't be good for him or Selena. 



Nicholas saw the surveillance footage and a hint of fear 
crept onto his gloomy face. He intentionally left it in the 
room, 
just in case Osvaldo refused to admit what he had 
done. 
Little did Vivian know that she was so incapable that 
she couldn't even seize such a great opportunity. What 
an idiot! 
The man with black hair tilted his head slightly, his 
black eyes were so dark that they almost turned red. 
The surveillance footage was exposed to the public, 
and everyone could clearly see everything that 
happened in the 
room. 
When Selena was banging on the door outside, 
Osvaldo was in a coma. 
Vivian did have some crooked ideas, but all she got 
was being thrown out again and again. 
All the sounds, from beginning to end, were all 
orchestrated by Vivian herself. 
Even the marks on her neck were made by her own 
hands. 
The dead silence spread in the air. 
Everyone looked at Vivian with disbelief, feeling that 
this woman had gone insane. 
Where did she get the confidence to believe that she 
could succeed in climbing up the ranks with just a few 
lies? 



Especially after the door was opened, she was so 
eager to show off her behavior in front of Selena, which 
was extremely 
foolish. 
This stupid and malicious woman was truly disgusting. 
Vivian felt countless disgust, disdain, and 
contemptuous gazes on her. 
This surveillance footage exposed all of her ugliness 
and shame to the public. 
However, at this moment, she had no energy to be 
angry or ashamed. She just wanted to escape... 
Vivian begged for mercy and crawled out with a broken 
body, crying and convulsing. 
Osvaldo stood still, watching Vivian crawling out step 
by step. 
Just when everyone thought he had let Vivian go and 
was relieved, the man walked up to her and tore the 
wound on 
Vivian's neck with the tip of his knife. 
Vivian's neck was like a broken blood vessel, spewing 
out crimson liquid in all directions. 
After the ultimate silence, piercing screams echoed 
throughout the entire Soo family mansion. 
Many young ladies fainted on the spot in fear. 
Nicholas' face was extremely unpleasant. 
The Turner family didn't change their facial expressions 
much. 



Selena was carried out covered in blood, and as the 
mastermind, how could Vivian shed less blood than 
Selena? 
If Osvaldo didn't deal with her, the Turner family would 
have. 
Only Christ knew that Vivian could not leave here alive 
tonight. 
There was no other reason. 
Because Selena wanted Vivian dead. 
She said she would kill Vivian. 
Therefore, Vivian was doomed to die. 
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After Vivian's disposal, Osvaldo turned his head and 
fixed his cold gaze on Nicholas, who was trembling in 
fear. 
Nicholas had thought that the joint forces of the 
Anderson family and the Turner family would only 
cause great harm to 
the Soo family, but he never expected that the man in 
black standing opposite him would announce with such 
coldness 
and determination, "From tomorrow on, there will be no 
more Soo family in the capital!" 
Boom! 
Nicholas' mind exploded with anger. "Osvaldo, the Soo 
family has stood tall in the capital for a hundred years, 
and how 



can you just make it disappear with a word?" 
Vivian was going to die because the Shaw family was 
weak and had no one to support her. But what about 
him? What 
kind of retaliation would he face for his involvement? 
The Soo family was an ancient and powerful clan with 
deep roots and a strong heritage. It was unthinkable 
that it would 
be destroyed overnight. 
Osvaldo's expression remained unchanged. "You 
shouldn't have let my wife shed so much blood in the 
Soo family." 
This place was stained with so much of Selena's blood 
that it had lost its right to exist. 
Nicholas' face paled. "Miss Turner's illness has nothing 
to do with me. I didn't harm her!" 
He had done nothing to Selena except for teaming up 
with Vivian and drugging Osvaldo. But everyone knew 
that Selena 
was Osvaldo's lover. By plotting against Osvaldo with 
Vivian, wasn't he harming Selena as well? 
This sentence seemed to prick at an unspeakable point 
in Osvaldo. His eyes grew darker, and he struggled to 
restrain the 
rage that threatened to tear everyone involved into 
pieces. "The Soo family... ends here." 
Nicholas' defense came to an abrupt end. After 
confirming that Osvaldo was truly going to take action 
against the Soo 



family, he shouted fiercely, "The Soo family has 
committed no crime. Even if you are the young master 
of the Anderson 
family, you have no right to attack the Soo family 
openly!" 
"If Mr. Anderson insists on doing so, the Soo family 
doesn't mind suffering alongside the Anderson family!" 
"No crime?" Oscar's indifferent voice came from the 
darkness. "Nicholas, do you know what this is?" 
Nicholas heard Oscar's voice, and a wave of fear swept 
over him from the inside out. 
Compared to Osvaldo, he was actually more afraid of 
Oscar. 
After all, the Soo family and the Anderson family didn't 
have a big grudge except for Selena, but it wouldn't be 
an 
exaggeration to say that the Turner family wouldn't rest 
until they destroyed them. With a grudge from twenty 
years ago 
and Oscar's means, once the Turner family retaliated 
against the Soo family, it would definitely not be a small 
matter. 
Nicholas turned his head tremblingly and met Oscar's 
gaze on the thing he held in his hand. 
It was a stack of arrest warrants stamped with seals. 
There were too many to count at a glance, and the first 
one was his own name, densely recording all the sins 
he had 



committed throughout his life, including murder, tax 
evasion, smuggling antiques, and trafficking national 
treasures. Each 
one was enough to put him in prison for life. 
Nicholas' calm demeanor was completely shattered. 
How could Oscar have these things in his hands?! 
As if he felt that he had not been stimulated enough, 
Patrick sneered and took the things from Oscar's hand, 
flipping 
through them one by one to show Nicholas. 
The names of one Soo family member after another 
jumped off the paper, each one clearly recording their 
sins. 
At this moment, all the members of the Soo family 
present were ashen-faced. 
Mrs. Soo looked at the arrest warrant with her name on 
it and stepped back, "How could this be..." 
She had accidentally killed one of Mr. Soo's lovers in 
the past, but she had long since settled the matter. 
Who had the 
ability to bring it back to light? 
Not only were the members of the Soo family shocked, 
but also the people from other major families present. 
Although every family had its own dirty secrets, it was 
extremely rare for a family like the Soo family to be so 
rotten 
inside. 
For outsiders, this situation was unimaginable, but for 
the Soo family, it was too normal. 



In Nicholas' view, only those who were beneficial to the 
Soo family had the right to control their power. 
The Soo family members would do anything to climb 
the ladder of power, and those who were unwilling to 
abandon 
their conscience were long ago excluded. 
This survival rule directly led to the fact that there was 
not a single clean person in the hands of the Soo 
family's ruling 
class. 
Once this group of people was caught, it would be no 
surprise if the Soo family collapsed. 
Nicholas stared fixedly at each familiar name and 
crime, his face changing from shock to distortion, to 
fear, and finally 
settling into a ferocious rage. 
He turned around suddenly, his eyes blazing with fury 
as he fixed his gaze on a certain spot in the crowd 
behind him, and 
roared out, "Alfie!" 
His shout, filled with endless resentment and anger, 
drew everyone's attention to the corner at the back of 
the crowd. 
A classical-looking young man stood there quietly, his 
black eyes devoid of any emotion, facing Nicholas' 
fierce and 
ferocious face. 



Mrs. Soo looked at Nicholas, then at Alfie, seeming to 
have realized something, and her lips trembled as she 
said, "Alfie, 
it's you... it's you..." 
All of these things were the Soo family's secrets, even 
the Turner family's methods couldn't have possibly 
uncovered 
them all. 
The only explanation was that the Soo family had a 
traitor, someone who knew all of their secrets, had the 
ability to 
investigate them, and could make both Nicholas and 
the entire Soo family let down their guard. 
The only person who met these criteria was Alfie. 
When Mrs. Soo realized this, she collapsed and roared 
in anger, "Alfie, I am your mother!!!" 
Alfie met Mrs. Soo's resentful gaze, his face devoid of 
any joy or sadness, and simply said, "The girl you 
buried in the 
garden was only twenty years old when she died." 
Mrs. Soo trembled with hatred as she stared at Alfie, 
"You are my son, yet you harm your own mother like 
this. Aren't you 
afraid of retribution?" 
Alfie lowered his eyelashes, remaining silent. 
Mrs. Soo cried out in despair. 
At this moment, everyone else finally realized what had 
happened. 



They all looked at Alfie with an incredulous gaze, as if 
they were looking at a madman. 
How could such a absurd thing happen? 
The Soo family's young master had personally invited 
the wolf into the house, and had helped the Turner 
family destroy 
their own family... 
Alfie was the grandson of the family head, even if he 
did nothing, the position of future head of the Soo 
family would 
have fallen to him. 
But this one person had destroyed the family that had 
raised and cultivated him, sending the vast majority of 
his relatives, 
including his own mother, to prison. 
Why?! 
This question echoed in the minds of everyone present 
as they glared at the Soo family with extreme hatred. 
Alfie closed his eyes and said softly, "I had a beloved 
girl, but you... made me lose the right to have her." 
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Since the Soo family betrayed the Turner family and 
stabbed them in the back, Alfie had lost his qualification 
to compete 
with Osvaldo for Selena. 
Selena could be Osvaldo's wife, Christ's savior, but she 
would never be Alfie's fiancee. 
As the crowd listened to this answer, they were 
shocked yet also not surprised. 
Osvaldo offered his kingdom as a betrothal gift. 



Christ cut off his own arm. 
Alfie was even more ruthless, uprooting his entire 
family. 
At this moment, the people didn't know whether to 
curse Selena as a bringer of misfortune, or to marvel at 
the sheer 
ruthlessness of these three men. 
Nicholas was so angry that he was gasping for breath. 
"Alfie--" 
He lifted his cane and was about to rush over to hit 
Alfie, but was grabbed by the soldiers who had come 
out from 
behind Oscar. 
At the same time, there were screams of terror coming 
from all over the Soo family mansion. 
Nicholas knew full well that any blood relative of his 
who had ever been given a position of responsibility by 
him would 
not be able to escape. 
The capture of these people was just proof of what 
Osvaldo had said earlier: From tomorrow on, there will 
be no more 
Soo family in the capital! 
Under the watchful eye of the Anderson family's secret 
guards, all of the Soo family's resistance was crushed 
without any 
use. 



The power, glory, ambition, bloodline, and identity that 
he had sought after for his whole life were destroyed in 
an 
instant. 
Nicholas' aged face was completely twisted, every inch 
of his expression steeped in resentment and regret. 
"Alfie, I curse 
you that you will never find love in this life!" 
Alfie quietly watched as those blood relatives 
connected to him were taken away one by one. He met 
the twisted and 
resentful faces, his expression silently disappearing 
into the darkness. 
He stood in the half-light and half-darkness, incredibly 
lonely, but also incredibly persistent. 
No one spoke. 
Until Nicholas and his group were all taken away. 
Alfie finally emerged from the darkness. The vermilion 
between his eyebrows was so red that it was dazzling. 
His voice 
was indistinguishable between being cold or gentle. 
"The engagement banquet is cancelled. You may all 
leave." 
Everyone looked at the outstanding man with mixed 
emotions, and upon hearing his words, those who 
reacted 
immediately turned and left. 



Nicholas and all the leaders of the Soo family were 
arrested, and the Soo family was sure to fall from the 
ranks of the four 
major families. The capital would soon usher in another 
round of great cleansing. Tonight's excitement was just 
beginning. 
Patrick looked at Alfie with complex eyes and lowered 
his head to Oscar, "Father, I'm going to check on 
Selena." 
By the time the Turner family arrived, Selena had 
already been taken away by Osvaldo. 
Patrick still didn't know how Selena was doing. 
Oscar nodded, "Go ahead." 
Patrick turned and left. 
Oscar looked in a certain direction and said, "Let's go 
back." 
The Soo family was in chaos, and the Turner family 
had to seize the opportunity to retrieve everything that 
had been 
taken away from them by the Soo family in the past. 
Oscar led the Turner family to leave, leaving only Christ 
and Alfie behind. 
Osvaldo was the first to leave. 
He was concerned about Selena and immediately went 
to find her after witnessing the collapse of the Soo 
family. 
However, his actions were too fast, and no one noticed 
him. 



Therefore, no one heard Christ ask him a question with 
a sneer when he passed by Christ, "Do you really not 
know that 
the drink was poisoned?" 
The three of them knew what was going on tonight. 
It was not so much that Nicholas and Vivian conspired 
against Osvaldo, but rather the result of the three men 
taking 
advantage of the situation. 
Christ wanted to get Selena, Alfie wanted to destroy the 
Soo family with the help of the Turner family and the 
Anderson 
family, and break free from his puppet-like life. 
How could Osvaldo not want to make Selena 
permanently hate them before his engagement banquet 
with her? 
Everyone had their own purposes. 
However, no one expected Selena to have an accident. 
If Selena had not had an accident and Osvaldo had not 
passed out abnormally, tonight's events would have 
taken a 
completely different course. 
Osvaldo paid no attention, but his dark eyes became 
even darker, and his slender figure disappeared in the 
blink of an 
eye. 
Both Osvaldo and Christ knew that the Anderson family 
and the Poole family couldn't afford to fight each other 
while the 



Soo family was still in a precarious position. 
If they really took action, the entire situation in the 
capital would completely collapse. 
The people from Zone Six couldn't let such a situation 
happen. 
Oscar left with his people only after making sure that 
Osvaldo had left. 
Looking at Christ who stayed behind, Alfie asked, 
"What else do you want to know?" 
Christ stared at him coldly and asked, "She suddenly 
spit blood, was it the doing of the Soo family?" 
Alfie replied confidently, "No." 
Christ seemed to have confirmed something, looked at 
Alfie meaningfully, and walked away. 
In an instant, the once bustling Soo family mansion 
became extremely quiet. 
Alfie walked in a direction amidst the dead silence. 
In the night breeze, a young man's voice sounded cold 
and emotionless, "I will send you back to D City. Don't 
come back 
to the capital again." 
Aurelia, who was trembling behind a pillar, couldn't hold 
back her tears anymore. She ran out and cried to 
Alfie's back 
with genuine feelings, "I don't care if you are the young 
master of the Soo family or not, I like you... I just want 
to marry 
you..." 



She was still wearing the engagement dress she had 
chosen, the bright red color contrasting with the empty 
Soo family 
mansion, making it all the more ironic. 
Alfie didn't even stop walking, "I'm sorry, I don't like 
you." 
Aurelia burst into tears, crying hysterically in the pitch-
black night. 
... 
The entire Soo family became extremely quiet. 
The struggling ancient buildings that had been pushed 
to the ground exuded the vicissitudes and desolation 
that only a 
hundred-year-old family could have. 
Black clothes silently dragged across the ground as the 
young man stepped elegantly into the withering flower 
platform. 
He looked down at the pure white withering flower. 
What Selena didn't know was that this flower platform, 
even this courtyard, had only been open to her tonight. 
When he was young, he had heard that her father had 
planted the most beautiful rose garden in the world for 
her 
mother. 
So he personally planted this withering flower for the 
girl who was destined to belong to him from the 
moment she was 
born. 



He imagined that she would be as white, beautiful, and 
dazzling as he had imagined, and that all the beauty 
would 
belong to him alone. 
In fact, she was indeed white, beautiful, and dazzling. 
Only... she didn't belong to him. 
Alfie's slender fingers brushed over the remaining 
petals, his eyes becoming extremely gentle. 
This year's withering flower, she had seen it with him. 
Finally... it didn't disappoint him, the only time in over 
ten years that the flowers bloomed. 
A child's cry came from outside the courtyard. 
Alfie took one last look and turned to leave. 
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Lady Lauren sat by Selena's bedside, and suddenly 
heard familiar footsteps behind her. 
She turned around and saw Osvaldo. 
He was looking at Selena, his gaze unwavering. 
Lady Lauren had learned about what happened to the 
Soo family through her dark guards. Osvaldo had 
avenged Selena 
using the Soo family's century-old heritage and Vivian's 
life. 



Since he declared the downfall of the Soo family, the 
Anderson family had unleashed its full power and was 
determined 
to swallow up the entire Soo family. 
Tonight, the capital was destined to be in turmoil. 
Lady Lauren stood up and walked over to Osvaldo, 
helping him straighten his collar. She spoke softly, 
"Selena is fine. The 
two doctors said she won't wake up until tomorrow at 
the latest. I will watch over her. Why don't you go rest?" 
Osvaldo had been shot and had undergone surgery 
without anesthesia. If it were anyone else, they would 
have already 
collapsed. His deep, black eyes grew dimmer, and his 
first reaction was to refuse. "I can't let her leave me..." 
"Selena won't leave you," Lady Lauren said with 
sadness and tenderness. "She's just tired and needs 
rest. When she wakes 
up, she'll forgive you." 
Lady Lauren trusted her son's judgment. 
She also believed that she wouldn't misjudge people. 
Although Osvaldo's punishment of Vivian was too cruel 
for a normal person to bear, Selena wouldn't be one of 
them. 
As for what happened tonight, Osvaldo would have to 
explain it to Selena himself. 
She knew that Osvaldo wouldn't want Selena to be hurt 
for no reason, and there must be some things that were 
unknown to others. 



Osvaldo didn't want Selena to leave his sight, and Lady 
Lauren couldn't help but call Benjamin. Benjamin came 
to the 
scene in person and forced people to take Osvaldo 
away. 
... 
The Riddle's building. 
Leon received the news about the Soo family as soon 
as it happened. When he hung up the phone, he 
rubbed his 
forehead wearily, "Another one..." 
It had only been a few days, and the Soo family had 
followed in the footsteps of the Shaw family. 
Apart from the Anderson family, the other major 
families were not peaceful. The whole capital was in 
chaos, and the 
smaller families were trembling in fear, as if they were 
walking on thin ice. 
And for those ambitious noble families, such changes 
are rare and extraordinary opportunities. 
Leon was not surprised by the downfall of the Soo 
family, as he had known Alfie since childhood. If Alfie 
had really 
followed Nicholas' arrangement and got engaged to 
Aurelia, Leon would have found it strange instead. 
What really shocked him was Selena suddenly spitting 
blood. 



Many people in the capital wanted to harm Selena, but 
with the protection of the Anderson family and the 
Turner family, 
who had the ability to really hurt her? 
The incident in which Osvaldo was nearly plotted 
against also shook Leon to the core. 
No one knows what is really going on with the young 
master of the Anderson family, but the heirs of several 
major noble 
families have heard something. 
Ordinary medicine couldn't do anything to him. 
Nicholas must know this fact, yet he still chose to join 
forces with Vivian. 
There is only one explanation: he and Vivian are both 
confident that the medicine will make Osvaldo give up 
Selena and 
choose Vivian. 
Something flashed through Leon's mind as he 
pondered the matter. 
He had a hunch that tonight's events were related to 
the woman hiding in their Riddle family... 
While he was thinking, there was a panicked knocking 
at the door. 
"Brother! Brother!" 
Leon frowned and opened the door, seeing Hattie 
standing there in a panic. She looked up at him and 
said, "Brother, 
they said Selena is spitting blood and unconscious, is it 
true?" 



Leon took his sister inside and touched her icy cheek, 
saying, "She's fine." 
If Selena really had something wrong, Osvaldo wouldn't 
have left her to retaliate against the Soo family and 
Vivian. 
But this explanation did not comfort Hattie. 
She sat on the sofa, extremely frightened but with a 
glimmer of hatred in her eyes. "It's her who's hurting 
Selena, it must 
be her..." 
Except for Nicholas, the people of the major noble 
families, even if they were to choose a partner for 
cooperation, would 
never choose someone like Vivian. 
The only person who would resort to such means to 
disgust people was that woman. 
Suddenly, Hattie looked up and said coldly, "I must kill 
her!" 
As long as that woman is not dead, she will stop at 
nothing to harm Selena. 
Leon looked at his sister's eyes, filled with bone-deep 
hatred, and his brows furrowed. He patted her 
shoulder. 
If this had happened before, Hattie would have long 
since gone to kill Manny upon hearing that Selena was 
in trouble. 
But at this moment, she was sitting here quietly, neither 
rushing to disturb Selena nor going to kill Manny. 



It's not that she doesn't hate, but she's learned to 
endure. 
Within the Riddle family, there is a split between two 
factions. Lately, they have been fighting to the death, 
and if they act 
impulsively, they could give their enemies an 
opportunity to strike. 
This is the lesson that Leon has been teaching she 
recently. If she had known how to be patient, she 
wouldn't have fallen 
into Manny's trap, been sent to juvenile detention, or 
developed mental illness. Manny wouldn't have had a 
chance to 
enter the Riddle family openly. 
Leon hugged his sister and said, "Once she wakes up, 
I'll take you to see her." 
Her mother had died, and her father was worse than 
dead. 
Selena and Leon were the only family she had left. 
Now, with Leon trapped, Selena unconscious and 
bleeding, and Hattie's panic and fear, it's easy to 
imagine the situation. 
At the same time, in the capital university, Joanna 
walked out of the lab wearing a white dress. She stood 
in the cold wind 
of the night and smoked a cigarette quietly. Then she 
threw the cigarette butt on the ground and crushed it 
with her high 
heels, before getting into a car parked by the road. 



In the darkness, her smile was alluring and mysterious. 
"To invite me over... there is a price to pay." 
The driver laughed and spoke respectfully, "Master 
mean no harm, miss." 
Joanna sneered, "Let's go." 
The car sped away from the university an hour later 
and stopped in front of a mansion. 
A servant approached and opened the car door. 
Joanna walked into the luxurious living room with 
grace, holding a 
cigarette between her fingers. She glanced at the 
person sitting on the sofa and asked, "Where's my 
disciple?" 
Cassius approached with gentlemanly manners and lit 
her cigarette with a lighter. "Joanna, don't worry. Your 
obedient 
disciple is safe and sound." 
Joanna exhaled the smoke. "Cut the crap and hand her 
over." 
Cassius looked at Joanna with a hint of regret in his 
eyes and spoke casually, "I never planned to do 
anything to her, but 
my people found something interesting while fighting 
your disciple..." 
Joanna lifted her eyes, and the smoke blurred her 
expression... 
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Joanna raised her eyes, the smoke blurring her 
expression. She vaguely felt a cold light flicker in the 
woman's eyes. "Oh?" 
Cassius smiled, his lips curling. "I have a subordinate 
who found that she resembles someone he once had a 
brief 
encounter with. If that child hadn't died back then, she 
would be about this age now." 
Joanna stared at Cassius, a dangerous emotion 
gradually rising in her eyes. 
"Joanna, there's no need to be angry," Cassius said 
calmly, rubbing a dark gold cuff on his wrist. "I won't 
harm an 
innocent girl." 
"What exactly do you want to say?" Joanna asked 
coldly. 
Cassius spoke in a gentle tone, but his eyes were 
inscrutable. "If that boy knew you had placed such a 
dangerous person 
next to him, what would he do?" 
Joanna's smile was extremely cold. "Did you call me 
here just to cause trouble for your own nephew?" 
Cassius smiled and gestured with his hand. "You can 
take her now if you want." 
Joanna ran her slender fingers through her hair and 
followed the servant to a room where Leia was being 
held. 



Leia saw Joanna and immediately rushed over happily. 
"Master!" 
Joanna checked on her apprentice and saw that she 
was unharmed. Her expression improved. 
She tapped Leia's forehead with her finger. "Let's go." 
Leia followed her, her expression wary, as they walked 
out of the heavily guarded estate. 
Cassius stood in front of the hall and watched as the 
master and apprentice left. A faint mocking smile 
appeared on his 
lips. "Interesting..." 
... 
Leia followed Joanna into the car. As soon as she 
realized they were out of danger, she became anxious. 
"Master, did 
something happen to Madam Selena?" 
After she handed Osvaldo the drink, she began to feel 
that something was amiss. When she went back to 
retrieve the 
drink, Cassius' men blocked her way and brought her 
here. 
Those people only took her away and didn't do 
anything to her, so their target must be Selena. 
Leia had been worrying about Selena for the two hours 
she was held captive. 
Joanna drove the car without any change in her voice. 
"Nothing major, just a failed relationship that made her 
cough up 
some blood." 



Leia's eyes turned red with anxiety and guilt. "It's all my 
fault..." 
A piercing sound rang out-- 
The speeding car suddenly came to a stop, the tires 
screeching against the ground, making a piercing 
sound. 
Leia was caught off guard and bumped her head 
against the car seat. She didn't even have time to 
attend to the pain and 
looked up at the front seat, "Master?" 
Joanna remained silent. 
There was a chilling coldness lingering in the air. 
Leia was scared and rubbed her arm, her voice 
unconsciously softening as she asked, "Master, what's 
wrong with you?" 
In the darkness, a woman's voice sounded extremely 
cold, "You don't need to apologize to her." 
Leia widened her eyes. 
In the darkness, she couldn't see Joanna's expression, 
but she could feel a kind of chilling coldness. "She 
owes you..." 
Leia didn't understand, but she vaguely sensed that her 
master's emotions were not quite right. She leaned 
forward and 
asked softly, "Master?" 
The sound of the girl's soft and puzzled voice stunned 
Joanna. 



She looked at the innocent and clever face that had 
come close to her. After a few seconds, her expression 
returned to 
her usual charm and laziness. 
Joanna restarted the car, "I said you don't need to feel 
sorry for your Madam Selena. It's your young master 
who's to 
blame. At most, you can just consider it as an 
oversight." 
Leia saw that her master was fine and sat back in her 
seat, holding her chin in her hands, looking worried, but 
she didn't 
forget to speak up for her grandfather, "Master, you're 
wrong. Young Master would rather hurt himself than 
harm Madam 
Selena..." 
Joanna snorted and asked about something else, "Did 
anyone from Cassius say anything strange to you?" 
Leia thought carefully and shook her head, "No, they 
seemed to have caught me on a whim and then just 
threw me 
aside, and then you came." 
Joanna's tone seemed to relax, "Madam Selena is in 
the hospital now. If that man wants to punish you, tell 
me." 
Leia sensed that Joanna didn't seem to want to talk 
about Selena. She couldn't help but speak out her 
concerns about 



Selena and her master, "Master, do you not like 
Madam Selena?" 
As soon as the words were spoken, Leia immediately 
denied them. 
She remembered that when the young master asked 
her to take care of Madam Selena, Joanna seemed 
very happy and 
even told her to protect Madam Selena. There was no 
reason for her to stop liking her now, especially since 
Madam 
Selena was such a good and beautiful person... 
Joanna glanced at her disciple's expression through 
the rearview mirror, but didn't answer the question. She 
drove 
directly to the villa with Leia. 
Before getting out of the car, Joanna said to Leia, "If 
you encounter danger again next time, come back to 
my side." 
Her disciple was not raised to be a bodyguard to 
protect Selena from the executioner who had nearly 
killed Joanna. 
Leia thought Joanna was dissatisfied with her skills and 
not qualified to protect Selena. Her eyes turned red in 
disappointment as she said, "I understand, Master..." 
Joanna patted her furry head and said, "Go inside." 
"Goodbye, Master." Leia waved her hand and turned to 
skip back to the villa. 
Behind her, Joanna watched her leave and lit another 
cigarette, taking a deep drag. "Callum, you fucking..." 



If she had known that the other person was not 
Callum's real daughter and still had that identity, she 
would never have 
sent Leia to her. 
... 
Selena was sent back to the villa in a coma, which 
made the butler and a group of servants relieved. After 
Lady Lauren 
learned about Leia's disappearance, everyone became 
extremely depressed. 
Therefore, when they suddenly saw she running back 
from outside, everyone in the villa immediately 
breathed a sigh of 
relief. They rushed over to check if she was injured and 
notified others in the villa. 
"Butler, I am back!" 
While Leia was being surrounded and checked by a 
group of maids, Lady Lauren walked out of Selena's 
room. 
Leia ran over with teary eyes, "Madam Laurence, how 
is Madam Selena?" 
Leia was raised by Lady Lauren, almost like her own 
daughter. Seeing she come back unharmed, Lady 
Lauren was 
immediately relieved. "Selena is fine, she will wake up 
tomorrow." 
Leia blinked and lowered her head. 
Lady Lauren knew she was blaming herself... 
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Lady Lauren knew she was blaming herself and 
comforted her, "When Selena wakes up, remember to 
apologize to her." 
Leia sniffled and walked upstairs to check on Selena. 
... 
Selena woke up the next day at noon. 
Lady Lauren was by her side and helped her sit up as 
soon as she opened her eyes. "How are you, Selena? 
Do you feel 
any discomfort anywhere?" 
Selena raised her hand to touch her chest. 
The pain that had threatened to tear her apart before 
had disappeared, as if it had never existed. 
But Selena didn't feel happy about it. Instead, there 
was an indescribable sense of loss. 
She rubbed her forehead and said, "Thank you, 
Madam. I'm fine." 
Lady Lauren looked at Selena's listless expression, 
wanted to say something, but swallowed it back and 
stood up. "You've 
slept for a day. I'll go get you something to eat." 



After Lady Lauren left, Selena picked up her phone 
from the table and dialed Black Crow and White Crow's 
number. 
Shortly after, Black Crow and White Crow walked in 
one after the other. 
Selena had already changed into clothes and was 
sitting on the sofa by the floor-to-ceiling window. She 
didn't turn 
around when she heard the commotion and only asked, 
"What's wrong with me?" 
Although Selena was not in good health, she didn't 
have any serious illnesses. If she were still the Miss 
Riddle of the 
Riddle family, the pain from last night would have been 
enough to take her life. 
Black Crow glanced at White Crow. 
White Crow told the truth, "We can't figure out the 
cause for now." 
Selena picked up a strand of hair beside her cheek with 
her slender fingers and spoke in a tone that didn't 
reveal any 
emotions. "So, does that mean I might have the same 
situation in the future?" 
White Crow's answer was even more concise, 
"Maybe." 
There was silence for a while. 
After a long time, Selena asked again, "If you can't find 
the cause, you must have a guess in your hearts, 
right?" 



White Crow was about to speak when Selena suddenly 
turned around and stared sharply at Black Crow's face. 
"Black 
Crow, you tell me." 
Black Crow hesitated for a moment before saying, "... 
Maybe the 'Divine Love' organization has come up with 
some new 
harmful tricks again." 
This was the phrase White Crow had taught him before 
they entered. 
Selena's eyelashes trembled, and it was unclear if she 
believed him or not. "Why do you say that?" 
Black Crow replied, "... Last night, not only were you 
affected, but your man was affected even worse than 
you." 
Selena lowered her eyelashes and after a moment 
said, "I understand, you guys can go back to what you 
were doing." 
Black Crow and White Crow exchanged a glance and 
both saw the shock in each other's eyes. 
They had talked this far, but Selena hadn't asked about 
Osvaldo's situation... Was she planning to break up 
with him? 
Black Crow and White Crow had no intention of 
interfering with Selena's personal love life. 
If Selena liked Osvaldo, then they approved of him. 
Of course, if Selena decided to go back to Stanley, they 
would be even happier. 



After making sure the young girl was not seriously 
injured, Black Crow and White Crow returned to the 
Capital University 
laboratory. 
They were at the final stages of the underground virus 
vaccine, and if it wasn't Selena who was in trouble, no 
one could 
make them leave. 
A few minutes after Black Crow and White Crow left, 
Lady Lauren walked in with a tray in her hands. 
On the tray was a bowl of fragrant and thick porridge 
and a few appetizers. 
Selena watched as Lady Lauren put the things on the 
table and said, "Thank you, Madam." 
Lady Lauren looked at the melancholy expression on 
the girl's face and sighed softly. 
As a woman and an experienced one at that, she could 
probably guess what Selena was thinking at the 
moment. 
A nineteen-year-old girl, experiencing love for the first 
time and being so loved by Osvaldo, made her taste 
the best of 
love. 
However, the bitterness of love was also experienced 
for the first time, and Selena couldn't help feeling lost 
and 
confused. 
She did care about Osvaldo, but she didn't know how 
to face him. 



Lady Lauren looked at Selena, hesitated for a moment, 
and then said, "Selena, my son... has been tasting 
drugs since he 
was a child." 
Selena looked up in shock, as if she hadn't understood 
the meaning of Lady Lauren's words. 
Lady Lauren's eyes were filled with bitterness, and her 
tone was tinged with a hint of heartache. "Osvaldo was 
always a 
child who was different from normal children. When 
other children were still cuddling with their mothers and 
being cute, 
he had already learned to be independent. When I 
wanted to hold him, he would get upset." 
"When other children fell and got hurt or sick, they 
would cry and make a fuss, but he wouldn't. Except for 
when he was 
born and cried once, he never cried again from 
childhood to adulthood." 
"Other children would have toys they wanted, hobbies, 
people they wanted to be close to, and they would get 
angry 
when they were unhappy and laugh when they were 
happy, but he wouldn't..." 
"I took him to see a psychologist, and the doctor said 
my son isn't sick, he's just like that by nature." 
With a high IQ, exceptional talent, mental resilience, 
both parents, and a strong background... he was born 
at the top of 



the human pyramid and passed with flying colors. 
That's what those psychologists said about Osvaldo 
during his childhood. 
Lady Lauren still remembers the stunning yet pitying 
look those people gave when they said those words. 
He was too perfect, to the point where he couldn't be 
happy or sad, didn't feel love or hate, didn't even know 
how to cry 
or laugh, let alone the desires and emotions that 
normal people have. 
He lived like a machine, following a set pattern. Nothing 
and nobody could truly move his emotions, he didn't 
even know 
why he was alive... 
At this point, Lady Lauren's eyes turned red. 
Selena listened intently, feeling a touch of emotion in 
her heart. 
Lady Lauren continued speaking, her expression 
unclear whether she was happy or scared, "But things 
changed when he 
was twelve." 
She looked into Selena's eyes, her tone extremely 
gentle, "The year when he turned twelve, he 
experienced a 
kidnapping." 
"Although he was rescued later, until now, his father 
and I still don't know what he went through during that 
kidnapping." 
"I asked him, but he only said it was nothing." 



"But since then, my son has changed," Lady Lauren's 
eyes revealed a hint of joy, "Although it was a very 
small change, it 
was enough." 
"He learned to daydream. Whenever he was alone, he 
would always be lost in thought, as if missing someone. 
Occasionally, he would unconsciously search for 
something..." 
"On his twelfth birthday, he spoke for the first time to 
my husband, asking for a birthday gift." 
A child who had never asked anyone for anything 
suddenly spoke out... what did he want? 
Selena widened her eyes slightly, her heart beating 
inexplicably unbalanced. 
At this moment, Lady Lauren's expression was 
indescribable, with a layer of something like joy and 
sadness in her eyes, 
"He asked for..." 
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"He asked for a knife." 
A knife? 
Selena was shocked. 
Knives were sharp weapons, both for killing and for 
guarding. 
What was Osvaldo's knife used for? 



Lady Laurence looked at Selena and smiled gently, "At 
first I wasn't sure what he picked up that knife for, until 
he met 
you." 
"I understood the meaning of my son taking the knife 
from the way he looked at you." 
"He should have had someone he wanted to guard, 
though he probably didn't understand it, at that time." 
Selena shook his head, "Madam, I didn't know Osvaldo 
before." 
When Osvaldo was twelve years old, she was only five 
years old. 
Never having been to H Country before. 
Not to mention meeting Osvaldo. 
The only teenage boy she had seen when she was five 
was the one she had met in the mercenary den. 
But that teenager, at the moment, was sitting on the 
largest dark empire in the Union, cruel and bloodthirsty, 
an 
existence that even the Empire was afraid of. 
Lady Laurence smiled, "Selena, do you believe in the 
existence of destiny in this world?" 
"Do you believe that in this world, there is that one man 
who, even though he may not know of your existence, 
will still 
strive to have you." 
"He is destined to meet you, to fall in love with you, and 
then, to keep you." 
Selena was bewildered. 



She had been emotionally frustrated for the first time, 
and this was the moment when she was at her most 
bewildered, 
she seem to understand Lady Laurence's words, yet 
seemed to not understand. 
Lady Laurence met Selena's blank eyes and soothed 
her with a soft voice, "It doesn't matter if you don't 
understand now, 
in the future, you will understand." 
Knowing that Osvaldo was not good at explaining 
himself, Lady Laurence simply spoke up, "Last night, 
the reason why 
Osvaldo did not appear in front of you at that time was 
because he had been drugged." 
"My son has tasted a few poisons every year since he 
was twelve, and after he has contracted them, he then 
quits, and 
over the years, his body has long since developed a 
strong resistance to them." 
"It's hard for ordinary medicine to have affect on him, 
but last night, there was something special about the 
medicine he 
drank that put him in a perverse coma." 
"I'm telling you all this not to make you forgive him." 
"It's true that Osvaldo was wrong this time. It doesn't 
matter how you punish him if you're angry with him." 
"But I'm begging you, don't easily say that you're 
leaving him or don't need him." 



This is not only for Osvaldo's sake, but also for 
Selena's sake. 
Selena lowered her eyelashes, and her somewhat pale 
face showed no emotions. 
Lady Lauren looked at her quiet expression and knew 
that Selena needed some alone time to think. She 
stood up and 
said, "Rest well, I'll come see you tomorrow, my dear 
daughter-in-law." 
After Lady Lauren left, Selena sat in front of the table 
for a long time, and finally took out her phone and 
made a call. 
... 
Black Crow, who was on his way to the Capital 
University, looked at the flashing screen and frowned. 
White Crow saw that his brother wasn't answering the 
phone, and laughed, "Just answer it, honesty is the 
best policy." 
Selena is a person who never forgets her priorities. 
This call can only be to ask about that man. 
Thinking of what was found in the blood taken from 
Osvaldo last night- 
A hint of despair flashed through White Crow's eyes. 
Black Crow pressed the answer button, and Selena's 
quiet voice came through, "How is he doing?" 
Black Crow frowned, displeased, "You're planning to 
forgive him so soon?" 
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Selena remained silent. 
Black Crow sneered, "What a disappointment." 
Selena rubbed her forehead with her slender fingers 
and asked, "Is he in danger?" 
She hadn't forgotten that Osvaldo had been shot after 
she passed out. 
"He's not hurt too badly, so he won't die," Black Crow 
replied. 
Selena's fingers froze, and her dark eyes stared out of 
the window at the garden for a long time without saying 
a word. 
After waiting for a while and not hearing the sound of 
the call being hung up, Black Crow added, "The 
medicine is quite 
special, so I need to study it a bit more. I'll give you an 
answer in a while." 
Selena lowered her eyelids and said before hanging 
up, "Make sure he's okay." 
After hanging up, Selena sat in the quiet room with her 
legs hugged to her chest, staring blankly at the green 
plants 
outside the window. 



After an unknown amount of time, the door was gently 
pushed open from the outside. 
Leia walked in and crouched behind Selena. She 
twisted her skirt nervously and whispered, "Madam 
Selena..." 
Selena turned her head and smiled at the young girl. 
"It's okay." 
Leia didn't show up last night during the incident, which 
was unusual. She didn't have time to think about it at 
the time, 
but it was clear now that something must have 
happened to the girl. 
Leia crouched in front of Selena and said, tears welling 
up in her eyes, "Madam Selena, it's all my fault. If I 
hadn't brought 
that drink to the young master and told him that you 
made it, he wouldn't have been tricked..." 
Given Osvaldo's character, even if he had suspected 
that the drink was tainted, adding the fact that Selena 
had made it 
for him would be enough to make him take the risk. 
How could he miss the chance to try something his wife 
had made for him? 
Even if there was only a one percent chance of it being 
true, he wouldn't easily let it go. 
Selena looked at Leia's self-blaming expression, 
blinked, and reached out to pat her hair. "What 
happened last night was 



not just your fault. It was my fault too, and Osvaldo's 
fault too..." 
It couldn't just be blamed on one person. 
Leia had made a mistake, but Selena had also lost her 
cool completely. 
If she had even half of her usual rationality, she 
wouldn't have lost control to that extent. 
Is it because... she cares too much about that man? 
At the mere thought of him possibly getting into trouble, 
belonging to another woman, or losing him... all her 
calm and 
rationality disappear. 
Leia looked at Selena's misty eyes and her nose felt 
sour. She took out the surveillance footage she had 
been holding in 
her hand and said, "Madam Selena, you have to 
believe the young master, he really didn't do anything 
wrong to you." 
"The young master has experienced countless dangers 
since he was young. Even if he is unconscious, he 
would not allow 
strangers to approach him." 
This is an instinct honed in countless life-threatening 
situations. 
If Osvaldo were really that easy to be taken advantage 
of, he wouldn't have survived until today. 
Selena's gaze fell on the surveillance footage, but she 
didn't move. 



Leia looked at Selena's pale brows and eyes, and 
sniffled. 
The Selena she knew was always beautiful, confident, 
dignified and powerful. It was the first time she had 
seen her look 
so pale and weak. 
The young master must regret and feel distressed 
when he sees this... 
Leia placed the surveillance footage on the table and 
looked at the untouched porridge on the table, 
worrying, "Madam 
Selena, don't you want to eat this? I'll go find the chef 
and have him make it again..." 
Selena smiled and touched her hair, "No, I just got 
injured last night and my body hasn't fully recovered 
yet, but I'll be 
fine soon." 
After Selena finished speaking, she picked up the 
spoon on the table and lowered her head to drink the 
porridge. 
Osvaldo was not mentioned throughout the whole 
conversation. 
Leia looked at Selena, her face full of conflicting 
emotions, but in the end, she didn't say anything and 
quietly snuggled 
up next to Selena. 
They stayed like that for the entire afternoon. 
In the evening, Selena finally walked out of the room. 



As soon as she moved, everyone in the villa followed 
suit. 
Seeing Selena walking down the stairs, the old butler 
hurriedly asked, "Madam Selena, why did you come 
out?" 
"Go back and rest well. If you need anything, tell Leia, 
we'll prepare it right away." 
Selena wore a black windbreaker, her beautiful hair 
trailing behind her. Other than her overly pale 
complexion, there was 
nothing out of the ordinary. "Noah, I'm fine. I just want 
to go out for a walk." 
The butler looked at her with concern, "But it's getting 
dark, and it's going to rain soon..." 
Selena walked to the umbrella stand and stared at the 
rainbow umbrella Osvaldo had specially prepared for 
her for a 
long time. Finally, she raised her hand and picked up a 
black umbrella beside it. 
She opened the umbrella, and her slender figure 
walked out the door, leaving only one sentence behind, 
"I won't go too 
far, I'll be back soon." 
Leia watched Selena's figure disappear from her sight, 
and subconsciously wanted to follow her, but then 
remembered 
Selena's earlier words forbidding her from doing so. 
She was extremely conflicted. 



In the end, she still dared not anger Selena at this time. 
She remembered that neither the Anderson family nor 
the Turner 
family would allow Selena to be outside alone at night. 
So she could only anxiously wait in the hall. 
Selena held an umbrella and stepped onto the sidewalk 
under the dim streetlights. 
She lowered her head and pondered where the 
problem with her Osvaldo came from and how to solve 
it. 
She had ignored him for a long time, but she couldn't 
keep doing that. 
These past few days felt like years to her. 
Osvaldo hadn't shown up in front of her, but that didn't 
mean he wouldn't show up. But to forgive him... she 
couldn't 
bring herself to do it. 
Selena took a few steps forward, and suddenly felt a 
strange sensation in her heart, as if someone was 
following her 
closely. 
Her eyes turned cold, and she instinctively touched the 
gun on her body. 
She regretted running out alone at night. 
The pain of her first "breakup" had clouded her 
judgment, and she had forgotten how many people in 
the capital wanted 
her dead. 



Running out alone like this was not a wise move, and 
she would never do something so stupid in her normal 
state. 
Selena reflected on this in her heart, but her face 
showed no trace of emotion. 
She tightened the gun in her hand, turned around to 
look behind her, and suddenly froze. 
The rainy night was hazy, and under the dim 
streetlights, a slender figure held a rainbow umbrella 
and stood silently at a 
distance from her. 
He lowered his head, and half of his face was hidden in 
the shadows, giving off an eerie aura that made people 
shudder. 
Selena couldn't describe the shock she felt when she 
saw him. 
Her long eyelashes trembled, and she suppressed her 
emotions as she looked at him carefully. 
Osvaldo came over silently and enveloped her in his 
aura. "It's raining," he said. 
Selena's gaze fell on the rainbow umbrella in his hand. 
So he came specifically to give her the umbrella? 
She murmured, "I have an umbrella..." 
Osvaldo's gaze darkened for a moment, and he 
lowered his black butterfly-like eyelashes, looking 
disappointed. "Do you 
really not want to see me?" 
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